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Clean
and Sober Home is a house designed and operated to provide a stable environment of clean and sober living
conditions
to sustain recovery and that is shared by unrelated adults who:



1) Are recovering from substance abuse;
 Share household expenses.
2)
 Do not require 24 hour supervision, rehabilitation, or therapeutic services on the premises.
3)
4)
 Meet applicable laws, codes and rules of the counties and State.
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 Oxford House
A.

A. NTE $25,000 FY
$450: Average Monthly Housing Fee per Client
B.
C. NTE $5000/FY
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B.
Friends of Drug Court
C. Poailani, Inc.

4*!!))

July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016

-.)

None
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 It is neither practical nor advantageous for the Judiciary to solicit other quotations for this particular service because
A.

these
type of homes are limited in number throughout the Island of Oahu and for the most part, are operated by individuals
 the recovery community. They are unique clean and sober houses in that they adhere to specific county & state zoning
in
codes
and each house is financially self-supporting. Each house member is expected to pay their equal share of the

monthly
expenses. Based on the the limited pool of providers to undergo the full procurement process is impractical.



B. Poailani, is a program that specializes in treatment clients with dual-disorders, substance abuse and mental health.

They
provide residential and intensive outpatient treatment and the clients are able to move from residential into the

Kihapai
Apartments where the rent is $450 per month and taken from their disability benefits (SSI, SSDI and/or welfare).
 of the residents have mental health issues so the housing staff is trained to assist them when crisis occurs.
All
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 The process for selecting the contractor is basically through the Oxford House Inc. since they have house standards
A.
 support substance abusing offenders in their rehabilitation process. The probation officers have been able to monitor
that
the
 offender's progress with the collaborative effort of the Oxford House members.


B.The selection process was based on sole provider since the Kihapai Apartment is an extension of Poailani and the only

housing
the program has direct access to for dual-diagnoses clients where one of the diagnosis is mental health related.
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Jean Oshiro

ACSB

539-4510

Jean.T.Oshiro@courts.hawaii.gov

Janice Bennett

ACSB/Drug Court

441-8901

Janice.S.Bennett@courts.hawaii.gov
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 /s/ Lori
 Okita 
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